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Mathematical Chemistry Issues
• (Crum-Brown and Fraser, 1868): On the connection between
chemical constitution and physiological action. Part 1. On the
physiological action of the salts of the ammonium bases,
derived from Strychnia, Brucia, Thebia, Codeia, Morphia,
and Nicotia [Trans R Soc Edinb 25:151–203]
• (Sylvester, 1874): On an Application of the New Atomic
Theory to the Graphical Representation of the Invariants and
Covariants of Binary Quantics - With Three Appendices [Am
J Math, 1, 64-90]
• (Harary, 1969): Graph Theory, Addison - Wesley, Reading,
MA.
• (Kier and Hall, 1976): Molecular Connectivity in Chemistry
and Drug Research, Acad Press, New York, NY.
• (Trinajstic, 1983): Chemical Graph Theory, CRC Press, Boca
Raton, FL.
• (Diudea and others, 2001): Molecular Topology, Nova,
Hutington, NY.

Models of chemical structure
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3D, 2D, and graph structure
• Molecular geometry – move to quantum chemistry
• Molecular topology:
– Matrices (Adjacency, Laplacian, Distance, Detour, Combinatorial
C(D,2), C(Δ,2), Wiener, Szeged, Path, Hosoya, Cluj, DistanceExtended, Detour-Extended, Reciprocical, Walk, Layer, Sequence);
– Polynomials (Characteristic, Matching, Immanantal, Laplacian,
Independence, Hosoya, Wiener, Z-counting);
– Indices (half sum of elements from a symmetric matrix; so on - too
long list).

Moving to Quantum Chemistry
• (Schrödinger, 1926): An Undulatory
Theory of the Mechanics of Atoms and
Molecules [Phys Rev 28(6),1049–1070]
• EΨ = ĤΨ – Schrödinger time-independent
– Where are the electrons and nuclei of a
molecule in space?
• configuration, conformation, size, shape, etc.

– Under a given set of conditions, what are their
energies?
• heat of formation, conformational stability,
chemical reactivity, spectral properties, etc.

Molecular Modelling Software
• MPQC (Massively Parallel Quantum Chemistry) –
computes properties of atoms and molecules from first
principles using the time independent Schrödinger equation
• GAMESS (General Atomic and Molecular Electronic
Structure System) – a general ab intio quantum chemistry
package
• MOPAC (Molecular Orbital PACkage) - a semi-empirical
quantum-mechanics code
• GAUSSIAN - predicts the energies, molecular structures,
and vibrational frequencies of molecular systems, and other
molecular properties derived from these
• HyperChem – molecular modeling environment that is
known for its quality, flexibility, and ease of use
• Octopus - ab initio virtual experimentation; electrons are
described quantum-mechanically in TD-DFT
• deMon2k - a software package for DFT calculations
• Many others (including ones attended here!)

Medicinal Chemistry facts
• (Richet, 1893): first lipophilicity-activity relationship
– “plus ils sont solubles, moins ils sont toxiques” [C R
Seances Soc Biol Fil 45:775–776]

• (Hansch, 1962-1964) - foundations of QSAR:
– Combination of several phycicochemical parameters in
one regression equation;
– Definition of the lipophilicity parameter π;
– Formulation of the parabolic model for nonlinear
lipophilicity-activity relationships.

Property-Activity Measurements
• Quantitative
– Absolute (two refs and a scale between)
• Temperature (eg. boiling), Energy (eg. hidration)

– Relative (one ref and a ratio)
• Sweetness relative to fructose

• Semi-quantitative
– Ordinal scale (precision, accuracy, confidence)

• Qualitative
– Nominal (blood groups);
– Binary (dead or alive; present or absent)

Mathematical - Quantum - Medicinal
• These fields are somehow separated
• Mathematical:
– Journal of Mathematical Chemistry (1987-)
– MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in
Computer Chemistry (1975-)

• Quantum:
– International Journal of Quantum Chemistry (1967-)
– Journal of Molecular Modeling (1995-)

• Medicinal:
– Journal of Medicinal Chemistry (1959-)
– Chemical Biology & Drug Design (1969-)

Integrated approaches
• (Grassy and others, 1998): Computer Assisted Rational
Design of Immunosuppressive Compounds [Nature
Biotechnol 16:748-752] reports on a search for peptides
possessing immunosuppressive activity. They used 27
structure descriptors (12 mathematical). From a
combinatorial library of about 280000 compounds they
selected 26 peptides for which high activity was
predicted. Five of them were actually synthesized and
tested experimentally. The most potent of these showed
an immunosuppressive activity approximately 100 times
higher than the lead compound.

Hard problems and search for the
answer

• Hard problems
– Usually, we operate with problems. A problem has a
precise meaning, very close to the meaning of the
algorithm (eg. a recipe specifying what to do in certain
conditions to obtain an objective). An algorithm uses two
resources to solve a problem: time and space.
– Not all problems (and their solving algorithms) has same
complexity. A problem with exponential complexity (time
increases exp. with the size of entry data) are called hard.
• Search for the answer
– Hard problems: decision, classification, optimization, and
simulation; theoretical studies prove that one type (eg.
Decision) can be converted into another (eg. Optimization).
– Hard problems optimum search solving algorithms for real
applications often goes out of time. Not always a call for
the optimum is required; frequently a good solution is
enough.
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• Heuristics:
– Sets of rules designed to solve a specific problem, usually
based on common sense (regarding the expected solution)
by avoiding of obvious mistakes.
– These are still not designed to produce always an exact
solution, or sometimes even may not produce an solution
for any input data.
– A lot of heuristics are ad-hoc and problem-dependent. Still,
three heuristics are very general and has applicability to a
lot of hard problems: meta-heuristics.

Meta-heuristics
• All three are stochastic (implying the chance and
probability):
– Tabu Search (TS) – Glower (1977, 1986, 1992);
– Simulated Annealing (SA) – van Laarhoven, Aarts,
Davis (1987);
– Genetic Algorithms (GA) | Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA) – Fraser (1957-1970).

• Quality of an heuristic:
– Speed (to solution);
– Precision (how far is from global optima);
– Scope (applicability domain) – how large is the subset
of the subset of input data for which it performs well
according to previous two criteria.

Complexity
• NFLT – No Free Lunch Theorem (Wolpert
and Macready, 1995 and 1997)
– For A and B (algorithms) and input data Φ for
which A better than B it exists input data Ψ for
which B better than A

• ⇒ Come back to the applicability domain
– Of the algorithm
– Of the QSAR equation (also an algorithm!)
– So on

Genetic Algorithms
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Methodology
• Design methodology
– Family of descriptors (FPIF2000 or MDF2005 or MDFV2008)

• Linkage methodology
– Genetic algorithms (for multivariate regressions)2008

• Assessment methodology
– Descriptive (Jarque-Bera2008), Quantitative AND
Qualitative stats measures (Pearson, Spearman,
Kendall, Goodman–Kruskal)2006

• Prediction methodology
– Combinatorial libs and Virtual screening2009

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

FPIF2001: M.V. Diudea, I. Gutman, L. Jäntschi, Molecular Topology,
Nova, NY, 2001
MDF2004: L. Jäntschi, A New QSAR/QSPR Molecular Descriptors
Family, Leonardo J. Sci., 3(4):68-85, 2004
MDFV2008: L. Jäntschi, S.D. Bolboacă, Embedded Molecular
Geometry and Molecular Topology Approach for Structure - Activity
Relationships, Strasbourg Summer School on Chemoinformatics,
Louis Pasteur University, June 22-25, Obernai, France, #8, 2008
GAforMVR2008: L. Jäntschi, S.D. Bolboacă, R.E. Sestraş, Lessons
from using Genetic Algorithms in Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationships, submitted, 2008
JB2008: L. Jäntschi, S.D. Bolboacă, Distribution Fitting 2. PearsonFisher, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson-Darling, Wilks-Shapiro,
Kramer-von-Misses and Jarque-Bera statistics, submitted, 2008
PSKGK2006: S.D. Bolboacă, L. Jäntschi, Pearson Versus Spearman,
Kendall's Tau Correlation Analysis on Structure-Activity
Relationships of Biologic Active Compounds, Leonardo Journal of
Sciences, 5(9):179-200, 2006
CLVS2009: -

Design: Families of descriptors
• FPIF – Fragmental Property Index Family
– Match 40:151-188, 2000
– SAR QSAR Environ Res 12:159-179, 2001
– Chapt. 7 of Molecular Topology, 2001 & 2002

• MDF – Molecular Descriptors Family
–
–
–
–
–
–

Int J Quant Chem 107:1736-1744, 2007
Int J Mol Sci 8: 189-203 & 1125-1157, 2007
Chem Biol Drug Des 71:173-179, 2008
Env Chem Lett 6:175-181, 2008
Mar Drugs 6:372-388, 2008
Electronic J Biotechnol DOI: 10.2225/vol11-issue3fulltext-9, 2008

• MDFV - -----’’----- Vertex - In development

Fragmentation criteria

Case study: MDF

Fragment of `i`vs. `j`

Probe atom `i`

Atomic property

Distance metric

Probe atom `j`

Interaction descriptor

Interaction model

Molecular overall
superposing formula

Linearization
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Linkage:
Genetic algorithms

`MDF`
`ready`

`PCB_data`

`PCB_xval`
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`PCB_tmpx`

`PCB_yval`

• Genotype: 7 genes:
– d (distance operator), p (atomic property), I (interaction
descriptor), O (overlapping interactions operator), f (pair-based
fragmentation criteria), M (fragments overlapping operator), L
(linearizing operator)

•
•
•
•
•

Phenotype: array of values for molecules from training set
Population: a fixed size (eg. 100)
Score: multiple regression: r2(Y,a0+Σiai·Phenotypei)
Objective: max.
Mutation:
– A low probability decides if applies;
– A individual are selected (see selection)
– A gene are random choused; a random replacing value replaces
its value;

Linkage using GA (2)
• Crossover:
– Genotype1=d1p1I1O1f1M1L1 and Genotype2=d2p2I2O2f2M2L2
– A double crossover site are randomly choused (let be 2,4)
– Offspring1=d1p1I2O2f2M1L1 and Offspring2= d2p2I1O1f1M2L2

• Selection: based on fitness (score):
–
–
–
–
–

Proportional: fi=Score(Genotypei); pi = fi/Σifi
Deterministic (elitist): i | fi = max. OR min.
Tournament: one of {i,k}; max. OR min. (fi,fk)
Normalized: gi ← (fi-F0)(fmax-fmin)/(F1-F0); pi=gi/Σigi
Ranks: hi=Rank(fi); pi=hi/Σihi

Linkage using GA (3)
• Evolution:
– Random generate N genotypes (seeds);
– Construct phenotypes for the genotypes (cultivar);
– Repeat
• For every m-uple of phenotypes (for m-varied QSAR)
– Obtain r2(Y,a0+ΣiPhenotypei)

• For every genotype (MyG)

– Score(MyG) ← min. r2(Y,a0+a1·MyG+…)

• Select two genotypes; do crossover; if alive then add to
cultivar
• Decide using probability of 1/7 if and then mutate one
genotype; if alive then add to cultivar
• Kill individuals as many as necessary to keep the size to N
using Score(·)

– Until max r2(Y,a0+ΣiPhenotypei) ≥ Value (eg. 0.99)

Assessment
• Reject a descriptor or an QSAR if:
– Jarque-Bera: It has JB value larger than JB
for measured property;
– Pearson r: It has a not significant correlation;
– Spearman ρ: ---’’--– Kendall τ-a, τ -b, τ-c: ---’’--– Goodman–Kruskal Γ: ---’’---

• http://l.academicdirect.org/Statistics/linear
_dependence/

Assessment example on MDFV

Interpretation – Monovariate
• Based on descriptor formula (from Chem Biol Drug Des
2008; 71:173-9)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A: absolute value
b: avg. by bonds
m: min. fragments
r: rare interactions
E: charge field
Q: charge
g: geometry

Interpretation - Multivariate
• Ŷ2v = -2.261 + 0.037·ASMmVQt -0.216·lfDdOQg (from
Electron J Biotechnol DOI 10.2225/vol11-issue3-fulltext-9)

• Monovariate
– Should characterize a global property/measure
• Free energy, …

• Multivariate (2-, 3-, …)
– Should characterize a partial property/measure
•
•
•
•

Enthalpy
Entropy
Environment (pH, H2O)
…

Prediction
• Internal validation
– Training vs. Test experiment (split the data into
Training and Test sets)
– Leave-one-out

• External validation
– External set

• Use combinatorics to generate new compounds
• Use software to construct 3D-model
• Use obtained QSARs to do prediction

Comparison
• Steiger’s Z test - Correlated correlations analysis
• Y (measured), Y1 (predicted), Y2 (predicted)
– A Z-value based on r(Y,Y1), r(Y,Y2), and
r(Y1,Y2)
• Overlapping of predictors; Compute (/check if):
– Probability that Y1 and Y2 express (comes)
from same reasoning (i.e. more than 95%
confidence)
– Probability that Y1 and Y2 express (comes)
from different reasoning (i.e. less than 5%
confidence)

Conclusion: tools
• Property
– Design: Gauss - Fisher
– Characterization: JB (skewness and kurtosis)

• Structure
–
–
–
–

Design – software (Quantum)
Characterization – descriptors (Mathematical)
Population Diversity – Families of descriptors (Physical)
Assessment: JB

• Relationship
– Design: Evolutionary (genetic) algorithms
– Assessment (1): JB, r, ρ,τ-a,b,c, Γ
– Assessment (2): TvT, cv-loo, Steiger, External data sets

• Usage
– Virtual screening (Combinatorial)
– Design (medicinal)
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